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Spatial patterns and self-organization of plants has been a subject of great interest because the

underlying mechanisms have been diverse and hard to simulate, raising different explanatory hy-

potheses. Moreover, in mathematical terms, reaction-diffusion systems which give rise to Turing

instabilities have been used to model emergence of vegetation patterns under different environmen-

tal conditions [1,2]. Finally, hybrid modelling is the integration of different modelling approaches

with the new paradigm emerging from the integration of differential equations (ODE and/or PDE)

into individual-based models (IBM), two antithetical yet complementary views of systems.

Here we present different modelling approaches to study the emergence of vegetation patterns

: from partial differential equation to hybrid models relying on the System Dynamics (SD) and

Individual Based (IB) hybrid modelling approach [3].

First, we built a continuous model (PDE) to simulate the dynamic balance between plant

biomass, water, and toxic compounds and we found the regions of the models parameter space

that give rise to stable spatial Turing patterns [2]. Moreover in [4], plants with their individual

characteristics (i.e. algorithmic life cycle based on metabolic processes with relevant state vari-

ables such as age or biomass) were naturally integrated inside of IB individuals. Likewise, the

hydrology of soil parcels was simulated using a PDE system. SD-IB hybrid modelling made it

possible to couple submodels computed in continuous time with other submodels taking decisions

in discrete time. This technical capability increased the accuracy of the mathematical model by

representing processes more naturally. Metabolism and local water dynamics are obviously biolog-

ical and physical processes that happen continuously. On the other hand, the plants life cycle and

seed dispersal include temporally punctual phenomena that should be modeled in discrete time.

We studied the model behavior in relation to plant-specific parameters (seed dispersal distance and
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reproductive age) and climatic inputs (precipitation intensity and seasonality). The importance of

the representation of individual biological dispersal is thereby also evaluated through a comparison

with previous reaction-diffusion models.

In a second undertaking [5], a derived model was capable of reproducing many patterns visible

in nature. Simulations also made it possible to deduce some characteristics of plant populations

subject to self-organization and spatial patterning. Divergences between the hybrid and the con-

tinuous diffusion model were noticeable in most of the simulation results, thus stressing the use-

fulness of fostering hybrid modelling approaches to overcome technical limitations and improve

mathematical model accuracy [6].
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